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Dear Children of Gaza,
My letter of support for your march will reach you too late to support your brave
efforts of April 9th, to confront and somehow humanize your oppressors, the
women and men, many of whom are only a few years older than you, of the Israeli
military. I am deeply sorry for this because I think you are amazing human beings
who demonstrate as much courage and resilience as any children the world has
ever seen. You have of course paid dearly for this and no words that I or anyone
else can say will take away the pain that lies leaden in your hearts.
You were commemorating, yesterday, someone that I loved very much when I was
young: Martin Luther king. I met him briefly while I was a student; a blessing I
hold dearer the older I get. He sacrificed so much for the people of America, my
country; people whose beautiful humanity was often lost to them because they
were led by vicious, greedy people who used race – the color of a person’s skin –
to separate and stunt us. Even as a child I saw this was as idiotic as separating
people by the color of their hair. We were all, in my country, made smaller and
meaner by an arbitrary system of separation that has led today to a country where
no one trusts “leadership” and no one feels safe.
What the world will eventually understand, and by then it will be too late, is: As
Gaza goes, so goes the world. All human activity teaches something to the human
race. What is happening in Gaza, and has been happening in Gaza, the brutality of
the theft of the lives and livelihoods of a people, will be seared so deeply into
common consciousness across the globe that it will become acceptable, even in
areas where people assume they are safe.

It is as if humans all have separate heads, but only one brain. In fact, I have written
a poem about that. But never mind!
I send you my love, my caring, my understanding of as much of your culture and
history as I have been able to absorb. I have considered this the duty of a conscious
adult whose taxes are used, against my will, to finance much of the disaster
befalling you.
All adults owe you the respect of making the attempt to understand what you are
up against; what you have been up against for decades. The world will continue to
suffer from its neglect of you. And what oppresses you today may well become
what oppresses everyone in the not so distant future.
As we pray for you, young ones, so dedicated to learning and growth, pray also for
us. You have probably heard how the violence that you have faced for generations,
as children and as adults, has now lodged in our own cities and schools in America.
It is the same violence; it’s only commitment is to itself and to its own unending
growth. In its aftermath the “victors” suck up the oil and dig out the precious
minerals, metals, and stones. In the case of Palestine, they demolish your homes
and even drain away your drinking water. They think they will be happy, these
“winners,” as rich conquerors dancing on your graves. But true happiness comes
from doing what is right, a rightness based on inner peace. It is this that both you,
and Martin Luther King, demonstrate to the world. It is an offering that has cost
you more suffering than most humans can even bear to learn about. It is
nonetheless, because humans can be beautiful, and earth is in essence a paradise
that we must protect, the only work at this moment that truly matters.
In solidarity and caring,
Alice Walker
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